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Quadrupolar cation NMR, particularly of the spin 3/2
sodium and potassium nuclei, has provided one of the
more versatile probes of cation domains and motional
behavior in living tissue ( 1). In addition to a fundamen-
tal concern to clarify the physical state of intracellular
cations, current interest in such studies reflects an aware-
ness that 23NaNMR relaxation behavior may provide an
imaging marker for differentiating between normal and
diseased or malignant cell types.
A limitation with early in vivo studies was the inability
to separate isochronous peaks from intracellular and ex-
tracellular 23Na' (or 39K+). This problem was largely
overcome by the application of anionic shift reagents,
which bound and shifted the external signal and allowed
the intracellular signal to be observed in isolation (1).
However, even though the use of shift reagents may al-
low the intracellular cation resonance to be studied in
isolation, the contribution to this resonance of the
various cationic domains remains obscure. The problem
faced is how to resolve the contributions from various
domains based on intrinsic NMR relaxation properties
of the cationic nuclei.
One of the earliest controversies in the field of in vivo
cation NMR was over the fraction of intracellular so-
dium and potassium ions which experience ordered an-
isotropic environments (2). By now it is clear that the
60% loss of 23Na or 39K NMR intensity that is generally
observed in in vivo studies reflects the disappearance
from the spectrum of contributions to the NMR signal
from the two outer single quantum transitions, each of
which contribute 30% to the total integrated intensity.
This observation in itselfdemonstrates that at least some
class of bound sodium ions must be motionally re-
stricted, but otherwise provides limited information. At
one extreme, the observation could reflect a relatively
small class of highly motionally inhibited, anisotropi-
cally bound cations in rapid exchange with a larger class
of highly mobile cations. For this case, the intensity loss
would reflect an unresolved quadrupolar splitting (the
static quadrupolar effect). At the other extreme, the in-
tensity loss could reflect a contribution from isotropic
motions which are sufficiently rapid to average the qua-
drupolar splitting to zero, but sufficiently slow that biex-
ponential relaxation occurs (the dynamic quadrupolar
effect). Upon Fourier transformation, a bilorentzian
curve is observed, for which the broader component
(corresponding to the outer transitions) may disappear
into the baseline. The consequence of this loss of the
broader component is again a 60% decrease in the inte-
grated intensity. In neither extreme is it possible to place
significant restraints on the relative populations of cat-
ions in various motional domains.
A modern solution to this old problem is to apply
pulse sequences which allow multiple quantum coher-
ences to form and evolve. Although in principle such
experiments contain no information that is not available
from the lineshape, in practice they can provide a clear
experimental distinction between dynamic and static
quadrupolar effects. The article by Shinar and colleagues
(3) in this issue illustrates how such experiments allow
this distinction to be made.
In the NMR experiment, only single quantum transi-
tions are directly observable. However, for suitable pulse
sequences, multiple quantum coherences can be in-
duced (4, 5). Phase cycling allows these coherences to be
selected, and the final observed single quantum coher-
ence will reflect the nature of the intermediate states. In
performing such experiments it is said that the nuclear
signal is passed through a multiple quantum filter
(MQF). MQF signals can be observed for spin 3/2 nu-
clei in isotropic solution provided that relaxation is biex-
ponential (6, 7). The other situation where spin 3/2 nu-
clei give MQF signals is in the very slow motion limit
where the quadrupolar coupling does not average to
zero.
As has been discussed by various groups, double quan-
tum filtration experiments can allow a clear distinction
to be made between such dynamic and the static quadru-
polar effects (6, 8, 9). This distinction is particularly
clear when triple quantum filtration (TQF) and double
quantum filtration (DQF) experiments are compared.
Shinar and colleagues (3) exploit the approach suggested
by Wimperis (5, 9), which involves a DQF experiment
with a final excitation pulse of 54.7°. In so doing, they
can cleanly resolve contributions due to static and dy-
namic quadrupolar effects. Shinar and colleagues apply
this methodology to a well defined in vivo model system
(red blood cells). Some quite interesting results are ob-
tained, which demonstrate that the anisotropy ofmotion
of the sodium ions depends on the integrity of the cyto-
skeleton network of the red blood cells.
The groundwork underlying experiments such as
these is by now well understood. The analysis ofintracel-
lular cation resonances will never be trivial, and will only
be feasible for carefully controlled experimental systems.
Nonetheless, if this note of caution is heeded, then it is
anticipated that careful in vivo MQF experiments, such
as those described by Shinar and co-workers, will con-
tinue to deepen our understanding of the physical state
of cations in living cells.
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